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There’s this thing I look for everyday. It eludes me, slips through my fingers, gets washed 
away, drowned out. I turn a corner sure that it will be there waiting but it’s disappeared. Its 
echo rings faintly in my ear; its smell and touch are abstracted into memory.  
 
This thing is silence. It is freedom. It is opposite. It is rest. It’s like that space we encounter 
just at the moment of waking from peaceful sleep where nothing fills our mind or drags us into 
the day. Yet this thing escapes me because my heart is attracted by other things and my mind 
is lured by the immediacy of my surroundings.  
 
The habits I form, the sounds I wrap around myself, the lies I soak up all distract me. My 
waking life is full of noise and movement; thoughts that fester and emotions that rise and fall. 
The mundanity of my day to day tasks anesthetise me from moments of beauty. I live at odds 
with my heart’s cry because I can’t turn off the radio, the iPod, the TV, the computer. These 
habits are subtle yet powerful. Their very normalcy disguises their presence as they creep 
into my life.  
 
At best they feed an unsettledness that I unknowingly carry around. At worst they compel my 
eyes to check the clock as I’m listening to a friend, make up any excuse not to connect with 
the people I work with, tell my body to deny the rest it craves, and move my spirit to say, ‘Not 
now’ as my name is called and I’m invited closer.  
 
My patterns of behaviour aren’t show-stopping or headline grabbing. They don’t debilitate me 
or take me out of the game like so many other addictive substances – yet if I don’t chase after 
my deeper, true craving they rob me nonetheless.  
 
The thing is: these habits are easy and familiar. They trick me into thinking that they’re 
integral to who I am. Sometimes they appear fit me so well that I think they belong to me. 
They are the things I fall into when I’m attacked or tired; when I take my eye off the ball. So 
sometimes I need to walk away from the distractions, the chatter, the steady hum of life so I 
can shed these things. In fact, everyday, every moment, whether I’m surrounded by the world 
or alone, I need to choose something different so that these things start to fade away. 
 
In the quiet spaces I discover who I am, remember those seeds of vision, and start to 
establish more of what my contribution should be. In the pockets of rest I am nurtured, 
restored; hope flashes on/off, on/off, on. In the place of safety I am known and protected. This 
is the rock that stands unshaken as the storm rages; this is the wide open space; this is me 
being in the presence of the one who loves me. 


